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The Erd̋os-Ṕosa property for long circuits

E. Birmeĺe, J.A. Bondy∗ and B.A. Reed
Universite Lyon 1 and Universite Paris 6

jabondy@ccr.jussieu.fr

Let G be a graph andF a family of graphs. Atransversalof F is a setX of vertices ofG such
thatG−X contains no member ofF. The familyF is said to have theErdős-Ṕosa propertyif
there exists a functionf : N→N such that every graphG contains eitherk disjoint members of
F or a transversal ofF of size at mostf (k). This concept originated in a paper of P. Erdős and
L. Pósa, who established the existence of such a functionf whenF is the family of circuits.

We outline a proof that, for everyl , the familyFl of circuits of length at leastl satisfies the
Erdős-Ṕosa property, withf (k) = O(lk2). This sharpens a result of C. Thomassen, who ob-
tained a doubly exponential bound onf (k). Applying a result of E. Birmeĺe, we obtain as a
corollary that graphs withoutk disjoint circuits of lengthl or more have tree-widthO(lk2). We
also discuss a bound on the tree-width of graphs containing no large prism minor.

This work was motivated by the theorem of N. Robertson and P.D. Seymour that a graph con-
taining no large grid minor has bounded tree-width, our aim being to reduce their bound.

On groups of odd prime-power degree that contain a full cycle

Ted Dobson
Mississippi State University
dobson@math.msstate.edu

Burnside has proven that a transitive group of prime degreep is either doubly-transitive or
contains a normal Sylowp-subgroup. We will discuss applications of this result to the study of
vertex-transitive graphs. Additionally, we will discuss recent extensions of Burnside’s result as
well as applications of these extensions to the study of vertex-transitive graphs.
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Explaining Youngs’ bimodality phenomenon for
embedded graphs

Luis Goddyn
Simon Fraser University

goddyn@math.sfu.ca

In 1996, Youngs showed that every loopless quadrangulation of the projective plane has chro-
matic number either 2 or 4, but never 3. (Aquadrangulationis an embedded graph with all
faces having length 4.) This surprising ‘bimodal’ behaviour of chromatic number had not be-
fore been observed for any naturally defined class of graphs. Is Youngs’ observation a curious
singularity?

The answer is both “yes” and “no”. We show that Youngs’ phenomenon is common among
certain families of embedded graphs, but with two provisos. First, other than Youngs’ example,
bimodality is undetectable without the use of the refined notion of “circular chromatic number.”
Second, for higher surfaces, one must assume that theedge-widthof the embedded graph is
large. That is, all noncontractible circuits must be long.

Here are some results arising from this work:

• Bimodal behaviour of circular chromatic number occurs among triangulations of any sur-
face, and among even-faced graphs on non-orientable surfaces, provided the edge-width
is high.

• For even-faced graphs on the projective plane, an easily calculated formula for circular
chromatic number is given.

• Tutte’s flow-colouring duality of plane graphs holds “approximately true” for any embed-
ded graph of high edge-width.

• Group-valued tensions on embedded graphs can be very sensitive to the group’s interaction
with the first (integer) homology group of the surface.

Techniques include the use of Robertson-Seymour structure theory, and the total-unimodularity
of network matrices. Most of this is joint work with M. DeVos, B. Mohar, D. Vertigan and
X. Zhu.
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Colouring Interesting Graphs

Chris Godsil
University of Waterloo
cgodsil@uwaterloo.ca

Much attention has been devoted to colouring problems on large classes of graphs. But there
are many interesting special graphs for which we would like to have more information about
there chromatic numbers, and related parameters. Among the examples I have in mind, are
generalisations of the Kneser graphs, and Cayley graphs for abelian groups.

In my talk I will explain why these graphs deserve our attention, and I will describe some recent
progress.

And now for something somewhat different
(what you may not know about BA)

Gena Hahn
University of Montreal
hahn@iro.umontreal.ca

A reminder of some things, mathematical or not, that Brian Alspach is perhaps not known for.

Homomorphisms of graphs with bounded degrees

Pavol Hell
Simon Fraser University

pavol@cs.sfu.ca

I will present recent results, some joint with Huang Jing and Tomas Feder, others joint with
Jarik Nesetril, on the complexity of homomorphism problems restricted to graphs with bounded
degrees. A conjecture of Dyer and Greenhill proposes that degree restrictions do not change
the classification of the complexity of counting homomorphisms. On the other hand, results
of Galluccio, Haggkvist, Nesetril, and the speaker indicate that degree restrictions do yield
interesting new polynomial cases for the basic homomorphism problem. The main results I
will present state that for list homomorphisms, degree restrictions do not help. I will also
give examples, for homomorphism extension problems, where the number of new polynomial
cases depends on how much the degrees are restricted. Implications for constraint satisfaction
problems, with restrictionson the number of times a variable can be used, will also be discussed.
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Connected Rigidity Matroids and Unique Realizations of Graphs

Bill Jackson
Queen Mary, University of London

B.Jackson@qmul.ac.uk

A d-dimensionalframeworkis a straight line embedding of a graphG in Rd. We shall only
considergenericframeworks, in which the co-ordinates of all the vertices ofG are algebraically
independent overQ. Two frameworks forG areequivalentif corresponding edges in the two
frameworks have the same length. A framework is aunique realizationof G in Rd if every
equivalent framework can be obtained from it by a rigid congruence ofRd. Bruce Hendrickson
proved that ifG has a unique realization inRd thenG is (d + 1)-connected and ‘redundantly
rigid’. He conjectured that every realization of a(d+1)-connected and redundantly rigid graph
in Rd is unique. This conjecture is true ford = 1 but was disproved by Bob Connelly for
d ≥ 3. We resolve the remaining open case by showing that Hendrickson’s conjecture is true
for d = 2. As a corollary we deduce that every realization of a 6-connected graph as a 2-
dimensional generic framework is a unique realization. Our proof is based on a new inductive
characterization of 3-connected graphs whose rigidity matroid is connected. This is joint work
with Tibor Jord́an.

Degree estimates for the circumference of graphs

Heinz A. Jung
TU Berlin

jung@math.tu-berlin.de

By a classical result of G. A. Dirac, a longest cycleC in a 2-connected graphG with minimum
degreeδ(G) has length at least 2δ(G) or is Hamiltonian. Another old result for 3-connectedG
says thatC is dominating (i.e.G−V(C) is independent) or|C| ≥ 3δ(G)−3. We elaborate on
some results in this vein, in particular on estimates of the form|C| ≥ 4δ(G)−8 and the rather
big exceptional class concerning the estimate|C| ≥ 3δ(G)−3 whenC is not dominating andG
is merely 2-connected.

A brief history of embedding partial 4-cycle systems

Curt Lindner
Auburn University

lindncc@mail.auburn.edu

This is a brief history of the embedding of partial 4-cycle systems starting with “really big”
to the best result to-date. . . a partial 4-cycle system of order n can be embedded in a 4-cycle
system of order at most 2n+15.
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A Characterization of Pancyclic Complements of Line Graphs

Jiping Liu
The University of Lethbridge

liu@cs.uleth.ca

Let G = (V,E) be a simple graph. The complement of the line graph ofG, denoted byL(G),
has vertex setE, two verticese1 and e2 are adjacent inL(G) if e1 and e2 are not incident
in G. We characterize graphs for which the complements of their line graphs are pancyclic.
This talk also includes results that characterize graphs for which the complements of their line
graphs have any of the following properties: Hamiltonian, traceable, Hamilton-connected, and
Hamilton-laceable. These characterizations lead to linear recognition algorithms too.

Symmetry in Graphs — Some Open Problems

Dragan Marǔsič
Institute of Mathematics, Physics and Mechanics, University of Ljubljana

dragan.marusic@uni-lj.si

In this lecture I will discuss some of my favourite open problems in vertex-transitive graphs
related to the work of Brian Alspach.

In particular, I will concentrate on the problem of classifying vertex-transitive graphs of specific
orders and on the hamiltonicity problem in vertex-transitive and Cayley graphs. I will wrap up
this talk by giving an account of graphs ejoying special types of symmetry, such as half-arc-
transitive graphs.

Hamiltonian paths and cycles in vertex-transitive graphs
and digraphs

Dave Witte Morris
University of Lethbridge and Oklahoma State University

dmorris@cs.uleth.ca

It was conjectured, more than 30 years ago, that every vertex-transitive graph has a hamiltonian
path, and that every Cayley graph has a hamiltonian cycle (unless the graph is disconnected).
This talk will survey the progress that has been made on these problems, both of which remain
very much open. For example, it is still not known whether every Cayley graph on every
dihedral group has a hamiltonian cycle. (The cubic case was settled by Brian Alspach and
C.-Q. Zhang.) Related questions on directed graphs will also be discussed; for example, it is
easy to see that every (connected) circulant digraph has a hamiltonian path, but we do not know
which circulant digraphs have hamiltonian cycles.
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On Automorphisms of Circulant Graphs

Joy Morris
University of Lethbridge

joy@cs.uleth.ca

This talk presents a variety of results on the automorphism groups of circulant graphs, that help
us to better understand their structure. It culminates in the presentation of a new polynomial-
time algorithm that determines the automorphism group of a circulant graph on a square-free
number of vertices; this algorithm is joint work with Ted Dobson of Mississippi State Univer-
sity.

Tournaments in which every arc is in a Hamiltonian path

K. B. Reid
California State University San Marcos

breid@csusm.edu

One of the earliest results by B. Alspach is that every arc of every regular tournament is con-
tained in cycles of all possible lengths (Canad. Math. Bull. 10 (1967), 283–285). That is,
regular tournaments are arc-pancyclic. O. S. Jacobsen proved that every arc of every almost
regular tournament is contained in cycles of all possible lengths, except perhaps length 3 (Ph.
D. Thesis, Aarhus University, 1972). Subsequently, several other results have appeared in the
literature on arc-pancyclic tournaments (or nearly arc-pancyclic). In this talk we discuss tour-
naments in which every arc is in a Hamiltonian path. Tournaments which are 3-connected have
this property. Indeed, C. Thomassen showed that every arc in a 3-connected tournament is in
a Hamiltonian cycle (JCT B 28 (1980), 142–163). However, tournaments in which every arc
is in a Hamiltonian path need not be strong. We settle a conjecture of L. Quintas concerning
digraphs in which every arc is in a Hamiltonian path. We discuss this property for a special
family of tournaments obtained from the transitive tournament by reversing the arcs in a path
from transmitter to receiver. And, we also discuss some structure of tournaments that contain
an arc which is in no Hamiltonian path.

Extended Petersen graphs

Alexander Rosa
McMaster University

rosa@mcmail.cis.mcmaster.ca

We discuss some properties of yet another class of graphs whose smallest member is the Pe-
tersen graph. These graphs, which we call extended Petersen graphs, arise naturally in the
context of a construction of Steiner systemsS(2,4,v) with maximal arcs but seem to be inter-
esting on their own.
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Variations on Hamiltonian Themes

Moshe Rosenfeld
University of Washington, Tacoma

moishe@u.washington.edu

The hunt for hamiltonian cycles in graphs started in the 18-th century. Most probably Euler’s
search for a knight tour of the chess board was the first hamilton cycle problem considered.
Nowadays we are flooded by theorems, conjectures, refuted conjectures, web sites whose com-
mon characteristic is that if a graph satisfies P then it is Hamiltonian and what not.

It is well known that the problem of finding a hamilton cycle in a graph is “certifiably” difficult.
As common among Mathematician, when the going gets rough, the rough “change” the prob-
lem. Current trends are to “refine” (mutilate) the definition of hamilton cycle. The first minimal
modification was to replace hamilton cycle by hamilton path. A more drastic modification is to
allow vertices to be visited more than once. A 2-walk is a closed walk in a graph in which every
vertex is visited but not more than twice. A 3-tree is a tree with maximum degree 3. Clearly, if
G is hamiltonian, it has a 2-walk but not vice versa. Thus, instead of searching for hamiltonian
cycles, several researchers, like M. Ellingham, N. Wormald, F. Ruskey and others, proposed
searching for 2-walks, or even k-walks. These modifications create a hierarchy among graph
properties:

hamiltonian⊂ traceable⊂ 2-walk⊂ 3-tree⊂ 3-walk . . .

In our work, we chose to retain the hamilton cycle and modify the graph. Instead of search-
ing for hamilton cycles in G we look for hamilton cycles in the prism over G. This property is
“sandwiched” between “hamiltonian” and 2-walk. With this in mind, we revisit many theorems,
conjectures, complexity problems etc. and test them for hamilton cycles in the prism over G.
In this talk I’ll survey a sample of problems and results of this nature, including some conjecture
of Brian and myself dated back to the previous millennium.

This is joint work with: Daniel Kŕal’ (Charles University, Prague); Tomas Kaiser and Zdenek
Ryjacek (Western Bohemia, University, Pilzen); Heintz-Juergen Voss (Technical University,
Dresden).

Subholomorhic Cayley Graphs

Gert Sabidussi
Universit́e de Montŕeal
sab@dms.umontreal.ca

By definition, there are Cayley graphsG = Cay(A,S) for which the stabiliser of the identity of
A (as a vertex ofG) coincides with the stabiliser ofS in the automorphism group ofA. Graph
isomorphisms between such graphs turn out to be twisted isomorphisms between the underlying
groups, allowing in some interesting cases to determine all subholomorphic representations of
a given Cayley graph. (Joint work with J. Fournier.)
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Cycle decompositions: The past, present, and future

Mateja Sajna
University of Ottawa
msajna@uottawa.ca

This talk will be a survey on cycle decompositions of complete and nearly complete graphs,
and a tribute to Brian Alspach’s enormous impact on research in this area. We shall outline
certain aspects of the fascinating history of cycle decompositions, introduce several variants of
the problem, describe some of the recent results, and list the open problems.

Totally Magic Graphs

W. D. Wallis
Southern Illinois University

wdwallis@math.siu.edu

Given a graphG, a total labeling ofG is a one-to-one map fromV(G)∪E(G) to {1,2, . . . ,
|V(G)∪E(G)|}. A total labelingλ is calledvertex magicif there is a constanth such that, for
every vertexx of G, the sum ofλ(x) and all theλ(xy) for y adjacent tox equalsh, andedge
magic if there is a constantk such that, for every edgexy of G, λ(x) + λ(xy) + λ(y) = k. A
graph istotally magicif it has a labeling that is simultaneously vertex magic and edge magic.
We shall discuss the existence of totally magic graphs.

Chords of longest circuits in 3-connected graphs

C. Q. Zhang
West Virginia University
cqzhang@math.wvu.edu

It was conjectured by Thomassen (1985) that every longest circuit of a 3-connected graph must
have a chord. This talk is to survey the partial results to this conjecture and various methods
applied in those proofs.
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Improved Algorithm for Finding the Maximum Clique in a Graph
using BDDs

Mukul Subodh Bansal∗, V. Ch. Venkaiah
International Institute of Information Technology

mukul@students.iiit.net

A new approach for the solution of the maximum clique problem for general undirected graphs
was presented in the paper titled “Finding the Maximum Clique in a Graph Using BDDs”, by
F. Corno, P. Prinetto and M. Sonza Reorda, in 1993. The approach is based on computing the
characteristic function of all the completely connected components in the graph, and then find-
ing the maximum cost satisfying assignment of such a function. The novelty of the method is in
the use of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) for representing and manipulating characteristic
functions. However, we observe that their algorithm need not always produce the right answer.
The main contribution of this paper is another algorithm which overcomes this inadequacy in
the algorithm of Corno et al.

Banana Trees are Graceful, and why this is easy to show using
adjacency matrices

Gary Bloom
City College / CUNY and The CUNY Graduate Center

gbloom@niti.org

Banana Trees consist of a star K(1,n) each of whose n endvertices are identified with one of the
endvertices of another star. (Consequently, the diameter of these trees is six.)

When the adjacency matrix for each of the gracefully numbered stars is written in a canonical
form, it is easy to see how to combine the matrices to produce a graceful numbering for the
banana tree.

Other results from matrix constructions will be presented as time allows.
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Mutually embeddable vertex-transitive graphs and trees

Anthony Bonato∗, Claude Tardif
Wilfrid Laurier University

abonato@wlu.ca

Two graphs aremutually embeddableor meif they are isomorphic to induced subgraphs of each
other. While any two finite me graphs are isomorphic, there are many examples of pairwise
me non-isomorphic infinite graphs. Closely related to me graphs are theuniversalgraphs,
which embed all graphs of smaller orders. An example of a universal graph that has attracted
much attention is the infinite random graph,R. The graphR is vertex-transitive, and this fact
motivates the following problem: find large (say, of cardinality 2ℵ0) families of pairwise me
non-isomorphic vertex-transitive countable graphs. We will give examples of such families by
using the weak Cartesian product and its unique factorization properties. Our techniques give
large families of me universal graphs for all infinite cardinals.

We conjecture that if a treeT (of any infinite order) is me with another non-isomorphic one,
thenT is me with aninfinite family of pairwise non-isomorphic trees. We will discuss why the
conjecture is true in the case ofraylesstrees; that is, trees that contain no infinite path as an
induced subgraph.

Cubic inflation, mirror graphs, and Platonic graphs

Bostjan Bresar∗, Sandi Klavzar, Alenka Lipovec and Bojan Mohar
University of Maribor

bostjan.bresar@uni-mb.si

Mirror graphs are a common generalization of even cycles and hypercubes. A connected graph
G= (V,E) is called a mirror graph if there exists a partitionP = {E1,E2, . . . ,Ek} of E such that
for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} the following holds:

(i) G−Ei consists of two connected componentsGi
1,G

i
2, and

(ii) there is an automorphismαi of G that mapsGi
1 isomorphically ontoGi

2 and every edge of
Ei is invariant underαi .

Mirror graphs are bipartite, vertex-transitive, and closed for Cartesian products. Cubic inflation
is an operation that transforms a plane graph into a cubic plane graph; its result can be described
as the dual of the barycentric subdivision of a plane graph.

In this talk we present a characterization of (plane) mirror graphs that can be obtained by cubic
inflation. There are only five such graphs, namely the inflated Platonic graphs. In turn, a
characterization of Platonic graphs involving a partition of a graph into special straight-ahead
walks is derived. As an application of both concepts, some new regular isometric subgraphs of
hypercubes are constructed.
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Extending the Critical Theorem

Thomas Britz
University of Victoria
britz@math.uvic.ca

The Critical Theorem, due to Crapo and Rota (1970), is one of the fundamental results concern-
ing generalised colouring problems, and has been generalised in a number of different ways.
We present a general form of the Critical Theorem that encompasses several of these results.
Applications include generalisations of a theorem by Greene (1976) stating how the weight enu-
merator of a linear code is determined by the Tutte polynomial of the associated vector matroid,
as well as generalisations of the MacWilliams identity for linear codes.

List Partitions of Graphs

Kathie Cameron∗, Elaine Eschen, Chinh Hoang, R. Sritharan
Wilfrid Laurier University

kcameron@wlu.ca

Thek-partition problem is: Given a graphG and a positive integerk, partition the vertices ofG
into at mostk sets,A(1), A(2), . . ., A(k), where some of the sets may be required to be stable
sets and some may be required to induce complete graphs, and some pairsA(i), A( j) may be
required to be completely joined and some pairs may be required to not be joined at all, or
decide that no such partition exists.

The listk-partition problem is the same problem with the added constraint that each vertexv is
given a listL(v) of which of the setsA(i) of the partition it can be in.

Several well-known problems can be formulated ask-partition problems: clique-cutset, stable
cutset and 3-colourability are 3-partition problems; 2-clique cutset and skew partition are 4-
partition problems.

We have classified the list 4-partition problems as either polytime-solvable or NP-complete,
with a single exception. Previously, Feder, Hell, Klein and Motwani had classified the list 3-
partition problems as polytime-solvable or NP-complete, and the list 4-partition problems as
“quasipolynomial” or NP-complete. De Figueiredo, Klein, Kohayakawa and Reed had given a
polytime algorithm for the skew partition problem.
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Isomorphic Factorization of the Complete Graph into
Cayley Digraphs

G. L. Chia∗ and Poh-Hwa Ong
University of Malaya
glchia@um.edu.my

Let Zp denote the cyclic group of orderp wherep is a prime number. LetX = X(Zp,H) denote
the Cayley digraph ofZp with respect to the symbolH. We obtain a necessary and sufficient
condition onH so that the complete graph onp vertices can be edge-partitioned into three
copies of Cayley digraphs of the same groupZp each isomorphic toX. Based on this condition
onH, we then enumerate all such Cayley graphs and digraphs.

Tandem-win Graphs

Nancy E. Clarke∗ and Richard J. Nowakowski
Acadia University

nancy.clarke@acadiau.ca

In this version of the Cops and Robber game, the cops move in tandems, or pairs, such that they
are at distance at most one from each other after every move. We present a recognition theorem
for tandem-win graphs, and a characterization of triangle-free tandem-win graphs.

Regular Cayley maps for finite groups

Marston Conder
University of Auckland

m.conder@auckland.ac.nz

For the purposes of this talk, aregular Cayley mapis a 2-cell embedding of a Cayley graph
C(G,S) of a groupG (with respect to some generating setS) into an orientable surface, such
that the group of all incidence- and orientation-preserving symmetries of the embedded graph
is sharply transitive on the arcs of the graph. In particular, the groupG acts regularly on vertices
of the map, and is complementary to a cyclic group of symmetries fixing a given vertex. Such
objects are closely related to finite quotients of(2, p,q) triangle groups, and may also be studied
in terms of so-calledskew-morphismsof the groupG.

These concepts will be explained, and illustrated in the special case where the groupG is
abelian. A number of questions and answers will be given, including some pathological ex-
amples, along with a recent spin-off concerning the structure of groups expressible as a product
ABof two subgroupsA andB whereA is abelian andB is cyclic.

This is joint work with Robert Jajcay and Tom Tucker (on regular Cayley maps) and Marty
Isaacs (on products of cyclic and abelian subgroups).
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Structure Graphs of Complete Cayley Graphs

Italo J. Dejter and Abel A. Delgado∗
University of Puerto Rico
aadelgado@hotmail.com

Structural results for complete Cayley graphs are found via structure graphs whose vertices
are labelled by the equivalence classes of their equally multicoloredK4’s. These classes are
interpreted as complete edge-connected systems of suchK4’s. This yields an infinite family of
connected labelled graphs whose diameters are asymptotically of the order of the cubic root
of their vertex-set cardinalities. The infinite family is obtained via modular reduction from a
structure graph arising from the Cayley graph of the group of integers with the natural numbers
taken as generators. This structure graph, of maximum degree 6, has symmetry properties
locally involving beehive-type subgraphs and representable via tessellations of regular hexagons
and triangles.

On some Oberwolfach-type Problems

Saad El-Zanati
Illinois State University

saad@ilstu.edu

Any 2-factorization of a regular graph is anOberwolfach-typeproblem. We report on some
recent such problems. In particular, we report on the following result of Cavenagh, El-Zanati,
Khodkar and Vanden Eynden: Letp be an odd prime and lete1,e2, . . . ,en be a sequence of
nonnegative integers such that the first non-zero term is not one and∑n

i=1ei = (pn−1)/2. It is
shown that the complete graphPpn can be decomposed intoe1 Cpn-factors,e2 Cpn−1-factors,
. . ., anden Cp-factors.

The Decomposition of Regular Hypergraphs and
Switch Box Designs

Hongbing Fan
University of Victoria

hfan@cs.uvic.ca

We study the problem of decomposing a regular multiple hypergraph into minimal (non-decom-
posable) regular hypergraphs. This problem is crucial to the design of switch boxes of circuit
switching networks. The problem is intractable in general, but tractable when the number of
vertices is fixed. To derive such an algorithm, we use the set of minimal regular hypergraphs,
which is computed by solving the Hilbert basis of a system of linear Diophantine equations.
Consequently an upper bound for the maximum degreef (n) of minimal regular hypergraphs of
n vertices is obtained.
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Graceful Graph Labelings and Designs with Special Properties

Norman J. Finizio
University of Rhode Island

finizio@uriacc.uri.edu

It has long been known that block designs can be constructed from graceful labelings of graphs.
In this talk it will be demonstrated that some recent powerful constructions, most notably that
due to Buratti and Zuanni enable one to utilize graceful labelings to produce designs that pos-
sess special properties. In particular designs such as whist tournaments and generalized whist
tournaments.

Another Anti-Oberwolfach Solution:
Pancomponented 2-factorizations of complete graphs

Dalibor Froncek∗, Brett Stevens
University of Minnesota Duluth

dfroncek@d.umn.edu

We pose and solve the existence of 2-factorizations of complete graphs and complete bipar-
tite graphs that have the number of cycles per 2-factor varying, calledpancomponented. Such
2-factorizations exist for all such graphs. The pancomponented problem requires a slight gener-
alization of the methods used to solve pancyclic 2-factorization problem, by building 2-factors
from cyclically generated 1-factors. These two solutions are offered as the basic approaches to
constructing the two essential parameters of a 2-factorization: the size and the number of cycles
in the 2-factors. They offer a strategic demonstration of the approaches to diverse problems.

Directed paths within n-gons

Heiko Harborth
Techn. Univ. Braunschweig

h.harborth@tu-bs.de

Givenn andt lengths 1≤ l1 < l2 < .. . < lt ≤ n−1 of oriented diagonals within ann-gon. It
is a problem of Brian Alspach to find a directed path within ann-gon using each length exactly
once. Some partial results are presented (common work with Jens-P. Bode).
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Metric and Partition Dimension

Glenn G Chappell, John Gimbel, Chris Hartman∗

University of Alaska
hartman@cs.uaf.edu

We letd(u,v) represent the distance between verticesu andv. Given a graphG, whereS is a
nonempty subset ofV(G), we sayS is resolvingif for each pair of distinct verticesu andv in G
there is a vertexx in Swhered(u,x) 6= d(v,x). The minimum cardinality of all resolving sets is
themetric dimensionof G. Givenw, a vertex ofG, the distance fromw to S, denotedd(w,S),
is the minimum distance betweenw and the vertices ofS. Further, givenP = P1,P2, . . . ,Pk an
ordered partition ofV(G) we sayP is resolving if for each pair of distinct verticesu andv in
G there is a partPi whered(u,Pi) 6= d(v,Pi). Thepartition dimensionis the minimum order
of all resolving partitions. The metric dimension and partition dimension ofG will be denoted
dimM(G) and dimP(G) respectively.

For givenk andd, we construct a graphH with partition dimensionk having the property that
any graph with partition dimensionk and diameterd is a subgraph ofH. By examination of
these graphs, we note properties that all graphs with a fixed partition dimension must share. For
example, we show that ifG has ordern and partition dimensionp then

dimM(G)≤
(

1− 1
p−1

)
n+

2p−1

p−1
.

We show that ifG has partition dimensionp then the chromatic number ofG is at most 2p−1.

Also, we form a construction that shows for all integersa andb with 3≤ a≤ b+1 there exists
a graphG with a partition dimension ofa and metric dimension ofb, answering a question of
Chartrand, Salehi, and Zhang.

On a decomposition of complete graphs

W. H. Holzmann∗ and H. Kharaghani
University of Lethbridge
holzmann@cs.uleth.ca

We show that for any prime powerq, the complete graph on 1+q+q2 +q3 +q4 +q5 vertices
can be decomposed into a union ofq(1+q)/2 Siamese

SRG(1+q+q2 +q3 +q4 +q5,q+q2 +q3 +q4,−1+q+q2 +q3,1+q+q2 +q3)

in such a way that every pair of the strongly regular graphs share 1+q3 disjoint cliques of size
1+q+q2 and a “little more” which may vary between the pairs. We use the lines of a projective
plane of orderq in our construction and explain the shape of the shared graph between each pair
of the strongly regular graphs in terms of the incidence relation of the lines of the projective
plane.
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On two decomposition problems

P. Horak
University of Washington, Tacoma

horak@u.washington.edu

In the first part of the talk we deal with an extension of the Oberwolfach problem, the so-called
Hamilton-Waterloo problem. This problem asks for a 2-factorization of the complete graph
K(2n+1) in which r of its 2-factors are isomorphic to a given 2-factorQ ands of its 2-factors
are isomorphic to a given 2-factorR, with r + s= n. Some partial results on the problem will
be presented.

During a stay of mine at S.F.U. Brian Alspach drew my attention to the following problem. Let
QD(n) be a digraph obtained from the n-dimensional cubeQ(n) by replacing each edge ofQ(n)
with a pair of oppositely oriented arcs. Is there a decomposition ofQD(n) into Hamiltonian
cycles? It is easy to see that such decomposition exists for alln even. The case of oddn will be
discussed.

Colorings of Plane Graphs with no Rainbow Faces

Veselin Jungic
Simon Fraser University

vjungic@sfu.ca

For a given coloring of a plane graph, a face is rainbow if all of its vertices are colored differ-
ently. A vertex coloring of a plane graph is a rainbow-free if no face is rainbow. R. Ramamurthi
and D. West conjectured that ifG is a triangle-free plane graph withn≥ 4 vertices, then

χ f (G)≥ dn/2e+1,

whereχ f (G) is the maximum number of colors used in a rainbow-free coloring ofG. We
answer the conjecture in affirmative. Moreover, we prove that for a plane graph with girthg≥ 5

there is a rainbow-free coloring with at least
⌈

g−3
g−2n− g−7

2(g−2)

⌉
colors, if g is odd, and with at

least
⌈

g−3
g−2n− g−6

2(g−2)

⌉
colors, ifg is even. The bounds are tight for all pairsn andg, g≥ 4 and

n≥ 5g/2−3.
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Hamiltonian decompositions of prisms over cubic graphs

Roman Cada, Tomas Kaiser∗, Moshe Rosenfeld and Zdenek Ryjacek
University of West Bohemia

kaisert@kma.zcu.cz

We discuss some results related to the following conjecture of Alspach and Rosenfeld: The
prism over any 3-connected cubic graph has a decomposition into two Hamilton cycles. (The
prism over a graphG consists of two disjoint copies ofG and edges joining the two copies of
each vertex ofG.)

Edge-labellings of Kn with constant-weight on k-factors

Mark Kayll
University of Montana

kayll@mso.umt.edu

Is it possible to label the edges ofKn with distinct integer weights so that every Hamilton cycle
has the same total weight? We give a local condition characterizing the labellings that witness
this question’s affirmative answer. Our characterization also addresses the question that arises
when “Hamilton cycle” is replaced by “k-factor” for positive integersk. This is joint work with
Scott Jones, Bojan Mohar, and Wal Wallis.

Square-free colorings of graphs

Boštjan Brěsar and Sandi Klav̌zar∗
University of Maribor

sandi.klavzar@uni-mb.si

Let G be a graph andc a coloring of its edges. If the sequence of colors along a walk ofG is
of the forma1, . . . ,an,a1, . . . ,an, the walk is called a square walk. We say that the coloringc
is square-free if any open walk is not a square and call the minimum number of colors needed
so thatG has a square-free coloring a walk Thue number and denote it byπw(G). This concept
is a variation of the Thue number introduced in: [1] N. Alon, J. Grytczuk, M. Hałuszczak, and
O. Riordan, Non-repetitive colorings of graphs, Random Structures Algorithms 21 (2002) 336–
346.

Using the walk Thue number several results of [1] are extended. The Thue number of some
complete graphs is extended to Hamming graphs. This result (for the case of hypercubes) is
used to show that if a graphG on n vertices andm edges is the subdivision graph of some
graph, thenπw(G) ≤ n− m

2 . Graph products are also considered. An inequality for the Thue
number of the Cartesian product of trees is extended to arbitrary graphs and upper bounds for
the (walk) Thue number of the direct and the strong products are also given. Using the latter
results the (walk) Thue number of complete multipartite graphs is bounded which in turn gives
a bound for arbitrary graphs in general and for perfect graphs in particular.
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Group chromatic number of planar graphs of girth at least 4

Hong-Jian Lai and Xiangwen Li∗
University of Regina

xwli@math.uregina.ca

Let A denote an Abelian group andF(G,A) denote the set of all functions fromE(G) to A. For
f ∈ F(G,A), an(A, f )-coloring ofG under the orientationD is a functionc : V(G) 7→ A such
that for every directed edgee= uv,c(u)−c(v) 6= f (uv); G is A-colorableunder the orientation
D if for any function f ∈ F(G,A), G has an(A, f )-coloring. It is known that whetherG is
A-colorable is independent of the choice of the orientation. Thegroup chromatic numberof
a graphG is defined to be the smallest positive integerm for which G is A-colorable for any
Abelian groupA of order at leastm under a given orientationD, and is denoted byχg(G).
Jeager, Linial, Payan and Tarsi conjectured that every 5-edge connected graph isZ3-connected.

In this talk we present a result of group coloring. As a special case, we show that Jeager’s
conjecture holds for planar graph.

Dudeney’s Round Table Problem

Midori Kobayashi∗, Kiyasu-Zen’iti and Gisaku Nakamura
University of Shizuoka

midori@u-shizuoka-ken.ac.jp

Dudeney’s round table problem is a problem of constructing a uniform covering of the 2-paths
by Hamilton cycles in the complete graphKn. It was proposed about one hundred years ago and
it is still unsettled. It is solved only whenn is even,n = p+ 2 wherep is an odd prime such
that 2 or−2 is a primitive root ofGF(p), and some other cases. In this talk, we will survey the
problem and show some new results.

On hamiltonicity of endo-Cayley digraphs

J. M. Brunat, M. Maureso∗
Universistat Polit̀ecnica de Catalunya

montserrat.maureso@upc.es

Given a finite abelian groupA, a subset∆ ⊆ A and an endomorphismφ of A, the endo-Cayley
digraphGA(φ,∆) is defined by takingA as vertex set and every vertexx adjacent to the vertices
φ(x)+a with a∈∆. WhenA is cyclic and the set∆ is of the form∆ = {e,e+h, . . . ,e+(d−1)h},
the digraphG is called a consecutive digraph. In this paper we study the hamiltonicity of endo-
Cayley digraphs by using three techniques: line digraph, merging cycles and a generalization
of the factor group lemma. The results are applied to consecutive digraphs.
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On the oriented flow number of rank 3 orientable matroids

Matt Edmonds, Jenny McNulty∗

The University of Montana
McNulty@mso.umt.edu

The oriented flow number of an orientable matroid,φo(M), is the extension of the (dual) notion
of the circular chromatic number of a graph. Goddyn, Hliněńy, and Hochsẗattler have shown
φo(M) ≤ 14r2 ln r, wherer is the rank of the oriented matroidM. In addition, they’ve show
φo(M) ≤ 17 for rank 3 oriented matroids. We show first showφo(M) ≤ 4 for rank 3 uniform
matroidsM and then extend this result to the general rank 3 case.

Construction of Graphs with Maximum Graphical Structure
and Tenacity T

Dara Moazzami
University of Tehran
Moazami@ut.ac.ir

The tenacity of a graphG, T(G), is defined byT(G) = min{ |A|+τ(G−A)
ω(G−A) }, where the minimum

is taken over all vertex cutsetA of G. We defineG−A to be the graph induced by the vertices
of V−A, τ(G−A) is the number of vertices in the largest component of the graph byG−A and
ω(G−A) is the number of components ofG−A.

In this paper, the maximum graphical structure is obtained when the number of verticesp of a
connected graphG and tenacityT(G) = T are given. Finally the method of constructing the
sort of graphs are also presented.

Uniform coverings of 2-paths with 5-paths in the complete graph

Midori Kobayashi, Gisaku Nakamura∗ and Chie Nara
Tokai University

A uniform covering of the 2-paths inKn with k-paths (k-cycles) is a setSof k-paths (k-cycles)
having the property that each 2-path inKn lies in exactly onek-path (k-cycle) in S. Only the
following cases of the problem of constructing a uniform covering of the 2-paths inKn with
k-paths ork-cycles have been solved: with 3-cycles, 3-paths, 4-cycles and 4-paths.

In this talk, we solve the problem in the case of 5-paths, that is, we prove that there exists a
uniform covering of 2-paths with 5-paths inKn if and only if n is even orn≡ 1 (mod 8), where
n≥ 6.
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Minimum Chromaticity and Efficient Domination of
Circulant Graphs

Nenad Obradovic, Joseph G. Peters∗, Goran Ruzic
Simon Fraser University

peters@cs.sfu.ca

We present results for two related problems on circulant graphs. We determine families of
circulant graphs for which each graphG = Gc(n;S) hasχ(G) ≤ 3, and we determine whenG
admits efficient domination. In particular, for the chromaticity problem, we show that when
S=

{
s1,s2, . . . ,sk|sk > sk−1 > · · ·> s1∧s1 >

⌈sk
2

⌉}
or S= {s1,s2|s2 6= 2s1}, there exists ann0

such that∀n≥ n0, χ(G) ≤ 3. We also prove thatχ(G) ≤ 3 for every recursive circulant graph
G = RGc(n;d), n = c · dm, 1≤ c≤ d. For the efficient domination problem, we give a new
approach for determining necessary and sufficient conditions for a circulant graphG to admit
efficient domination. We derive a closed form solution for the number of different setsSwhich,
for a givenn, yield an efficient dominating set ofG = Gc(n;S).

Pancyclic BIBD Block-Intersection Graphs

Aygul Mamut, David Pike∗, Michael Raines
Memorial University of Newfoundland

dapike@math.mun.ca

Given a combinatorial designD with block setB, its block-intersection graphGD is the graph
having vertex setB such that two verticesb1 and b2 are adjacent if and only ifb1 and b2

have non-empty intersection. Alspach and Hare proved that ifD is a balanced incomplete
block design, BIBD(v,k,1) with k ≥ 3, thenGD is edge-pancyclic (i.e. each edge ofGD is
contained in a cycle of each length` = 3,4, . . . , |V(GD)|). In this paper, it is proved that ifD
is a BIBD(v,k,λ) with arbitrary indexλ ≥ 2, thenGD is pancyclic (i.e.GD contains a cycle of
each length̀ = 3,4, . . . , |V(GD)|).

This is joint work with Aygul Mamut (Xinjiang University, China) and Michael Raines (Western
Michigan University).
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Some Hamilton Path Problems

K.T. Balinska, M. L. Gargano, L.V. Quintas∗, and K.T. Zwierzynski
Pace University

lquintas@pace.edu

An edge in a graph is called traceable if it is contained in a Hamilton path or non-traceable if
it not contained in any Hamilton path. Extremum results and problems concerning the decom-
position of graphs into traceable and non-traceable edges will be presented. The existence of
Hamilton paths in a special class of graphs will also be mentioned.

Maximal sets of triangle-factors

Rolf S. Rees
Memorial University of Newfoundland

rolf@math.mun.ca

A triangle-factor in a graph G is a vertex-disjoint union of triangles (K3s) which spans G. A
collection of edge-disjoint triangle-factors inKn is maximalif the complement of the graph G
formed by the union of these triangle-factors does not contain a triangle-factor. The problem
of determining the spectrum{k: there exists a maximal set ofk triangle-factors onn vertices}
has been essentially solved for eachn≡ 0 (mod 3), with the notable exception wherek is the
smallest integer not less thann/6 (the smallest possible value fork). We briefly examine this
case.

Hamilton Cycles in Small Cubic Cayley Graphs

Frank Ruskey
University of Victoria
fruskey@cs.uvic.ca

We report on some exhaustive computer searches for Hamilton cycles in small cubic Cayley
graphs and in small two-in two-out Cayley digraphs. One perplexing Cayley graph of 10080
vertices has resisted our attempts to show that it is Hamiltonian. (Scott Effler, Brendan McKay,
Alex Hertel, Philip Hertel, and Ian Shields all contributed to the searches.)
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IC-Coloring of Graphs

Ebrahim Salehi∗ and Sin-Min Lee
University of Nevada Las Vegas

salehi@unlv.edu

Given a coloring f : V(G) → N of graphG and any subgraphH ⊂ G we define fs(H) =
∑v∈V(H) f (v). In particular, we denotefs(G) by S( f ). The coloringf is called an IC-coloring if
for any integerk∈ [1,S( f )] there is a connected subgraphH ⊂G such thatfs(H) = k. Also, we
define the maximum index ofG to be

M(G) = max{ S( f ) : f is an IC-coloring ofG }.

In this talk we will examine some well-known classes of graphs and will determine their maxi-
mum indices.

Cyclic, Diagonal, and Facial Colorings

Riste Skrekovski∗, D. Král’ and T. Madaras
University of Ljubljana & PIMS - SFU

skreko@pims.math.ca

A cyclic coloring of a graph on a surface is a coloring of its vertices such that every two vertices
incident with the same face receive distinct colors. The diagonal coloring is a generalization of
the cyclic coloring. In the talk, we introduce the facial coloring, which is also generalization of
the cyclic coloring. We present some new results and problems about these kinds of colorings.

Permanents and Graphs

K. Somasundaram∗, S. Maria Arul Raj
Amrita Institute of Technology and Science

s sundaram@amrita.edu

In this paper the sufficient condition for a graph to be Hamiltonian and non-Hamiltonian are dis-
cussed in terms of permanent. Some simple results on tree with permanent ofA(T) andX1(T),
like permanental values ofA(T) andX1(G), upper bound of number of 1-factor subgraphs and
necessay condition of tree separable graphs. IfG is a bipartite graph with #X = #Y = n such
that perA(G) = (n!)2, thenG is a complete bipartite graph. Also some results in permanent of
A(G) of separable graphs, equivalence and partial order relations are discussed.
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Semidirect Product of Association Schemes

Sung Yell Song
Iowa State University
sysong@iastate.edu

Let (X,H) and (Y,K) be association schemes, and letπ be a group homomorphism from
H//Oθ(H) to Aut(K). Relative toπ, an external semidirect product of(X,H) and (Y,K) is
defined. In this talk, we generalize this construction by defining a fusion scheme of the semidi-
rect product for eachπ-invariant normal closed subsetN of K. Our purpose is to show that each
direct product, each wreath product, and each semidirect product arises from our construction
whenπ andN are chosen appropriately. We also show that our construction produces associa-
tion schemes which are neither direct products, nor wreath products, nor semidirect products of
two given association schemes. This is based on joint work with S. Bang and M. Hirasaka.

Edge-disjoint cycles through prescribed vertices

Luis Goddyn and Ladislav Stacho∗

Simon Fraser University
lstacho@sfu.ca

We present a sufficient condition for the existence of edge-disjoint cycles, each containing a
prescribed set of vertices in a graph. This generalizes several previously known Ore-type results.
More precisely, we have the following theorem.

Let W be a subset of the vertices of a graphG of ordern, and letk≥ 0 be an integer. Suppose
the induced graphG[W] is 2(k+ 1)-connected, and that for any two vertices having distance
two in G[W], at least one of the two has degree at leastn/2+ 2k in G. ThenG containsk+ 1
pairwise edge-disjoint cycles where each cycle contains all vertices inW.

A main lemma is a Hamilton-cycle packing result regarding complements of bipartite graphs:
Let G be a 2k-connected graph and letG[X] andG[Y] be cliques for some partitionV(G) =
X∪Y. ThenG hask Hamilton cyclesC1, . . . ,Ck such that

E(Ci)∩E(Cj)⊆ E(G[Y]) for i 6= j.

This lemma may be of great interest on its own; ifG = K2k+1, andY is a single vertex, then it
becomes the well-know result on decomposition ofK2k+1 into k edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles.
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List M-partition Problems for Directed Graphs

Kim Tucker-Nally
Simon Fraser University

kmtucker@cs.sfu.ca

The list M-partition problem is the general form of the list coloring and list homomorphism
problems. Each matrix over 0,1,* defines a listM-partition problem for directed graphs. LetM
be a 3-by-3 matrix over 0,1,*. Given a digraph,G, and a setL(v)⊂ {a1,a2,a3} for each vertex
v in G, the listM-partition problem asks ifG can be partitioned into 3 sets,a1,a2,a3, where
each vertex,v, can only be placed in a part that is inL(v) and the following conditions hold for
each setai :

1. Partai is stable whenMii = 0

2. Partai is a clique whenMii = 1

3. If Mi j = 0 then there are no arcs from partai to parta j

4. If Mi j = 1 then there are all possible arcs from partai to parta j

In this talk I will show that ifM is a 3-by-3 matrix over 0,* then the listM-partition problem has
a polynomial solution in all but three cases. Two of the three cases are well known NP-complete
problems, 3-coloring and finding a stable cut-set. I will show that third case is NP-complete as
well, it will be referred to as the 3-cycle partition. A set of tools was developed by Feder, Hell,
Klein, and Motwani to completely classify the complexity of listM-partition problems when
M is a small, symmetric matrix (a symmetric matrix corresponds to the undirected version of
the listM-partition). A similar classification of complexity for listM-partition problems where
M is any 3x3 matrix over 0,1,* has almost been completed. In this analysis I rely on some of
the same tools that were used in the undirected analysis, however some problems prove to be
more challenging and new techniques must be used. This increased complexity is evident in
the material presented during this talk. In the undirected case the only NP-complete listM-
partitions whenM is a 3x3 matrix are 3-colouring and finding a stable cut-set. In the directed
case (whenM is 3x3), there is a third NP-complete problem, the 3-cycle partition discussed
above.
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Fractional biclique covers and partitions of graphs

Valerie L. Watts
University of Arizona

watts@math.arizona.edu

A biclique is a complete bipartite subgraph of a graphG. The biclique cover number,bc(G) and
the biclique partition number,bp(G), are the minimum number of bicliques needed to cover
and partition, respectively, the edges ofG. Sincebc(G) andbp(G) are integer-valued graph
parameters, they may be viewed as integer programs. This talk will look at the linear relaxation
of these integer programs and present linear programs which define the fractional biclique cover
number,bc∗(G), and the fractional biclique partition number,bp∗(G). Also, this talk will
observe thatbc∗(G) andbp∗(G) provide lower bounds onbc(G) andbp(G) respectively, and
conditions for equality will be given. Further, corresponding fractional analogues for many
results aboutbc(G) andbp(G) will be presented.

On the degree monotonicity of cages

P. Wang and Q. Yu∗

University College of the Cariboo
yu@cariboo.bc.ca

A (k;g)-graph is ak-regular graph with girthg. A (k;g)-cage is a(k;g)-graph with theleast
number of vertices. The order of a(k;g)-cage is denoted byf (k;g). In this paper we show that
f (k+ 2;g) ≥ f (k;g) for k ≥ 2 and present some partial results to support the conjecture that
f (k1;g) < f (k2;g) if k1 < k2.
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